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BEST BET R9 21:28

Phantom Clyde
T: Malcolm Ross

The Hounds Says: Flying machine with high speed,
has been totally dominant here of late with back to
back wins and should make it a hat trick tonight

NEXT BEST R10 21:48

Beauregard
T: Frank Hancock

The Hounds Says: Brilliant beginner with high
speed, winner of 13 from 19 career starts and all
have been over this track and trip, clearly the one
to beat again

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 7, 8 
Race 6 - 4, 6, 3 
Race 7 - 4, 2, 6 
Race 8 - 1, 2 

$20 for 55.55%

R1 WELCOME TO LADBROKES PARK LISMORE 5th Grade 259m 18:47

BLUE BIRD BEACH (8) is from a strong kennel and
should get clear air down the outside to use her
turn of speed, looks hard to beat. KATANTI (5)
was dominant from the front at Grafton last start
and clocked quick time, will go close if he brings
that form here. NANGAR TAZ (7) is suited back in
trip and GOT SOMETHING (6) deserves another
win

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R2 STAY SAFE NSW 4th/5th Grade 420m 19:09

FERNANDO MIMMA (1) has the speed to make
the most of the rails draw and has featured in 3
of 4 runs over this T/D, looks hard to beat.
DAWN'S DREAM (3) has been going well enough
and can run quick time when on song, just needs
to begin cleanly to threaten. TALK IT UP (5) is
suited fresh and will be strong late. ORION GIRL
(4) has clocked 23.99 here

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Tips

R3 JOHN STOLLERY 5TH GRADE HEAT 1 John
Stollery H

5th
Grade 520m 19:28

INNER RAGE (5) has made a strong start to his
career, impressive 29.99 winner around here two
back and has the speed to offset the draw.
TURBO CASH (3) isn't brilliant early but has
shown some early ability and has plenty of
upside. SUPREME STREAM (2) went well here two
back in a very strong race and ROCKSTAR REBEL
(6) is in very consistent form

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8.
9. N/A

Tips

R4 JOHN STOLLERY 5TH GRADE HEAT 2 John
Stollery H

5th
Grade 520m 19:48

COUNTRY DOUBLE (5) is risky at box rise but
does have a good turn of speed, finds a suitable
race and just needs even luck from the draw to
go close. SCRIVEN (1) won nicely at Grafton last
start and drawn to receive all favours, big show.
VELOCITY TOUCHED (7) has the speed to cross
and give a sight up front. ARTY BARTY (3) will stick
on late

1. N/A
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A

Tips

R5 LISMORE WORKERS CUP HEAT 1 Lismore Cup
(G2) H

Non
Graded 520m 20:08

Solid heat to kick off the Lismore Cup
series...HORACE (7) is a flying machine with high
speed, winner of 4 from 7 over this T/D with a
29.62pb, very hard to beat. MISS INTEGRITY (8)
steps up sharply in grade but is in career best
form and deserves her chance, must respect.
FLYING JET (2) arrives here in superb form and
STREET CRY (4) has claims

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R6 LISMORE WORKERS CUP HEAT 2 Lismore Cup
(G2) H

Non
Graded 520m 20:28

LOUIS RUMBLE (4) is a classy sprinter who
continues to race in superb form, speed coming
across from wide is a slight query but he loves
this distance and is all quality. PHANTOM
BONNIE (6) goes like a rocket early, can burn to
the front and take plenty of catching. SLEUTH (3)
is in good hands and KID PSYCHO (8) has the
ability to pose a threat

1. N/A
2.
3.
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. SCR
8. N/A

Tips
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R7 LISMORE WORKERS CUP HEAT 3 Lismore Cup
(G2) H

Non
Graded 520m 20:48

MEMPHIS KEEPING (4) been competitive in strong
company of late, can run flying time and only
needs even luck from the draw to give this a
shake. CASH VIEW (2) is risky at box rise but has a
turn of speed and excels over this T/D, big show.
JIMARY STAR (6) has won 4 from 7 here and
KOORINGA LUCY (7) is a strong bitch who will
find the line

1.
2.
3. N/A
4. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R8 LISMORE WORKERS CUP HEAT 4 Lismore Cup
(G2) H

Non
Graded 520m 21:08

FIRE LEGEND (1) is a marvel, 32 time career
winner who continues to race in superb form,
unbeaten here and drawn to give this a shake.
RITZA WILLIAM (2) couldn't get into the race in a
hot Black Top final last start, beat home Fire
Legend prior to that and loves an inside draw,
hard to beat. ALL HANDS OFF (3) has a brilliant
record here.

1.
2. N/A
3. SCR
4.
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R9 900 2LM/ZZZ FM Free For All 420m 21:28

PHANTOM CLYDE (8) is a flying machine with high
speed, has been totally dominant over similar
rivals here in recent weeks and is ideally drawn
to take control early and make it a hat trick
tonight. GREB'S DRINKING (3) is a marvel,
dynamite win at Casino last start and will be very
competitive again. MISS COUSENS (4) is racing
well and can feature

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R10 RAW ABILITY @ STUD NG1-4 259m 21:48

BEAUREGARD (7) is a brilliant beginner with high
speed, winner of 13 from 19 starts over this T/D
and finds another suitable race tonight, clearly
the one to beat. KINGSBRAE TREVOR (4)
continues to race consistently and is always
competitive over this track and trip. COUNTRY
COTTAGE (2) chased home the fave here last
week and can place again

1. N/A
2. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips
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